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BehindTheAsterisks is a freeware and an open source tool developed for
the sole purpose of easily and quickly finding out your (or someone else's)
password without any security alerts. You may even be able to find out
your own password if you remember it, otherwise, the program can be
used to reveal the passwords of other people. The program requires Java
for operation, so you will need to be running a recent version of Java. Once
installed, you will be able to find out the password of all windows, drives,
applications, websites, etc. using the program. In addition to that, the
program is also able to automatically generate new passwords, thus, you
will never have to write down your password again! Hints In addition to its
primary feature, you may also notice a small hint box that automatically
populates itself whenever you hover your mouse over a specific object.
This hint box will show a link that directs you to a relevant website that
gives you more information on the object that is currently being shown. If
you scroll over a link in this hint box, you will be taken to another webpage
with more information on the object. Using the hint box, you may be able
to figure out some hints about the object, such as who created it, when it
was created, what application it belongs to, what website it belongs to, etc.
What You Will Need As previously mentioned, the app requires Java to
function. You will also need to have the .NET Framework installed on your
system. Installation The installation process is easy, and does not need
much of your time to complete. You will need to download the program
from ZDNet and then double-click on the .EXE file to start the installation
process. After the setup process, you will be able to open the application.
When you open the program for the first time, you will be asked if you
want to find out your own password. There is a separate field that is
dedicated to this, and it is placed directly in the Main Menu (you can see it
when you press Ctrl+M). If you click the link, it will take you to a webpage
that will ask you to type your password and then click Submit. If you are
able to find out your own password, you can use the same program to find
out the password of any other person. What You Will Discover The list of
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- Makes it easy to see what is hidden behind the asterisk. - Creates a list of
passwords that can be exported to a text file, or copied directly to the
clipboard. - Maintains a list of previously viewed passwords. - Loads the
Windows Registry to save the last list of saved passwords. - Hides the
asterisk input field, giving you an unobstructed view of whatever password
is hidden behind the asterisks. - Automatically searches for and displays
the file named in the title of the application's window. - 'Razor' mode
where the window is colored to resemble the color of the last item you
viewed. - Supports both 8.3 and 12 ASCII characters. - Displays the text
entered in any field as a sequence of asterisks. - Displays a bar where a
checkmark should be when you hover over the displayed text. - Displays
the text entered in any field as a sequence of "password" characters. -
Displays the text entered in any field as a sequence of * characters. -
Displays the text entered in any field as a sequence of # characters. -



Displays the text entered in any field as a sequence of % characters. -
Displays the text entered in any field as a sequence of # characters. -
Displays the text entered in any field as a sequence of * characters. - Uses
line numbers, making it easier to find where the * and # characters are
positioned. - Allows the user to increase the number of characters
displayed in the password field. - Allows the user to increase the number of
asterisks and * characters displayed in the password field. - Allows the
user to increase the number of % and # characters displayed in the
password field. - Allows the user to invert the text (opacity from fully
transparent to fully opaque). - Keeps the scroll bar visible at all times. -
Avoids the need to stop the previous window from closing. - Avoids the
need to press any keys in order to skip to the next menu item. - Does not
close the window. - Allows the user to stop the program from reading from
the Windows Registry. - Does not corrupt the Windows Registry. - Allows
the user to continue without having to deal with the asterisks. - Allows the
user to copy the password. - Uses a 16 color palette. - Supports HiDPI
screen resolutions. - Supports high 2edc1e01e8
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• Find out what is hidden behind the asterisks in any of the objects on your
PC. • BehindTheAsterisks does not collect or send any data. •
BehindTheAsterisks is portable: it doesn't require any installations or
registries. • No security alerts! • No adware or spyware! • No root or
administrator permissions required! • No external dependencies! • No
bloatware or crapware! • No permanent changes to the registry. • No
modifications to any files. • No network interaction! • No system
slowdowns or stability issues! • No installation processes or popup ads! •
No data capturing or data-mining! • No data storage or hidden data
access! • No unnecessary code! • No autostart or startup registry entries!
• No hidden data or entries! • No permanent changes or modifications! •
No code injections! • No execution speedups! • No codes hidden in files or
executables! • No programming required! • No system performance
issues! • No per-user or per-computer settings! • No startup settings! • No
external tools! • No system configuration! •
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What's New in the BehindTheAsterisks?

Find out what is behind the asterisks. Runs on Windows and macOS.
Language: English File Size: 10.7 MB Developer: Joel Frayn Version:
2.8.3.2 1 of 28 downloads BehindTheAsterisks.com Find out what is behind
the asterisks. Runs on Windows and macOS. Language: English File Size:
10.7 MB Developer: Joel Frayn Version: 2.8.3.2 1 of 28 downloads
Password Recovery Calculator 1.0.2 Passwords are there for a reason,
namely to protect your private information from unwanted eyes. The
problem is that sometimes, the one that wants to know your password is
none other than yourself since you forgot it. The problem (or solution,
depending on how you see it) is the asterisk system implemented, where
you write down the password in a bracket, and it is visually masked to
show asterisks instead. Normally, it could be nerve-wracking knowing that
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your password is staring straight in the face, yet you cannot see it.
However, there are some software tools that allow you to bypass that
visual barrier, letting you see what is hidden behind the asterisks, such
as BehindTheAsterisks. An amazingly simple UI The app is portable, thus
no registries will be harmed or modified by any setup process. Simply click
on the EXE file and BehindTheAsterisks will open swiftly. The UI (if you
can call it a UI) is made up of nothing more than the bar the app's name is
written on, and a field that automatically updates whenever you move over
your mouse cursor over a new object, window or website component. Find
out your password without any security alerts As you would probably
figure out by now, the field automatically shows you whatever is written
behind asterisk symbols as well. More so, if you've ever used password
revealing tools, or any other program that is presumably designed to
bypass security features, you probably know that most antivirus software
sees them as threats and prompts you to either delete or quarantine them,
but that is not the case with BehindTheAsterisks. Reveal what is hidden
behind the asterisks fast and easily BehindTheAsterisks is a lightweight
solution for finding out what your (or someone else's) password is in a fast
and efficient manner. BehindTheAsterisks Description: Find out what is
behind the asterisks. Runs on Windows and macOS. Language: English
File Size: 10.7 MB Developer: Joel Frayn Version: 2.8.3.2 1 of 28
downloads Remove Note: 1 Remove



System Requirements For BehindTheAsterisks:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1 64bit Processor: Intel Core i3 2.2GHz or
higher Memory: 4GB RAM Graphics: DirectX9 compatible NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 560 or AMD Radeon HD7850 Disk Space: 12GB available space
Additional Notes: You can install the free version, and play all the tutorial
maps as well as the tutorial and regular solo gamemodes. However, you
will need to purchase the full version in order to play the regular
multiplayer maps and solo gamemodes.
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